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Introduc tion
More
Truly Aluminium
Smar ter Design
Take a Closer Look

INTRODUC TION
Our unique system design is pure engineering magic. Super strong, light, 40mm
aluminium box rafters create slim, elegant roof profiles with excellent thermal
per formance.
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MORE?
No clunky bars or supports to
clutter the ridgeline.
No thick, chunky profiles
dominating the glazing.
This unique design creates a
feeling of MORE SKY - LESS ROOF,
giving you visible elegance to
your roof design and apperance.
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Available in all RAL colours
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Clean sight lines
internally and low sight
lines externally
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TRULY ALUMINIUM
Our Full Aluminium construction slashes the visible width and
sight lines of rafters by 30% and the main ridge by 70%, when
compared to roofs made by our competitors.
The strength to weight ratio of Bespoke’s profile offers dramatic spans, turning your
roof into a contemporar y architec tural. Feature. Aluminium sec tions are finished
ina choice of RAL colours removing the need to fit cheap -look ing PVCu capping.

SMARTER DESIGN
Bespoke’s construction options
provide the perfect look roof for
any property, style or scheme.
Most competitors insist on a rod tie bar
at eaves beam level, but we offer a
choice of hidden, rafter or rod tie suppor ts
- providing the ultimate luxur y and
flexibility to create the roof you want.

Increased roof strength means the
design aesthetics and clear sightlines achievable using the Bespoke
Lantern system remain unmatched
by any other manufac turer.
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Ex tra strong rafters
mean the tie bars
can be set higher,
guaranteeing
excellent headroom
and no intrusion
into the living area.
Even in large
buildings the roof
struc ture remains
remark ably minimal,
creating a sense of
clear, free space
under the eaves.

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK
The clean sharp lines
with minimum instrusion are possible
thanks to our super
slim 40mm rafter box
profile. Unless it's a
Victorian style, there's
even no need for a
boss or hood.
Most competitors insist on
a rod tie bar at eaves beam
level, but we offer a choice
of hidden, rafter or rod tie
suppor ts - providing the
ultimate luxur y and flexibility to create the roof
you want.

The UK’s most thermally efficient
Aluminium roof system
The UK’s strongest roof system
Minimalist modern design with
ultra-low sightlines
Ideal for orangeries and lantern roofs
Clean low sight lines externally
Available in all RAL colours
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